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                                     By the rivers of Babylon . . .

 Where is your hand now, architect of the unseeable, syrinxes’ harpist and 
 departed sower of this rainbow made up of the voices of extinct birds 
 perched as shivering notes along barbed wire.  Do you remember that 
 place, still endure it, like a slight limp, or a small undivulgable home-
 sickness, are such things erlaubt where you are?  That place where no 
 one would dare weep, let alone sit down.  Where the captors required of 
 nobody a song, indifferently allowing yours; even listening politely with 
 their sad attack-dogs’ eyes awhile.  Before shrugging, and getting back to 
 work.

 The Death of St. Teresa of Avila
 When it had become clear that the deceased was not about to relinquish either the 
 mysterious failure to rot or pervasive and oddly annoying fragrance of roses in which
 she’d been lying in bed for some months wearing an expression of profoundly childlike 
 happiness, shining eyes wide open, a white sheet pulled up to her chin, the final reaction
 of her associates was unpleasant, to say the least.  It was as if such an unprecedented
 period of mourning, awe, enforced silence and increasing bewilderment over how to
 proceed with the funeral had nourished and gradually allowed the dark gestation of a
 general but mutually unacknowledged wish until, in one sudden and uncontrollable   
 venting of lust to acquire sacred relics, they simply tore the body apart. The owner-
 ship of its various limbs (and anatomically let’s just leave it at that) was then savage- 
 ly contested as if by black cassocked gorillas.  One hastens to add that this deplorable
 but surely unpremeditated behavior was instigated by a single individividual acting
 alone, none other than Teresa’s longtime acquaintence and confidante Father Gracian
 who comported himself from the first in the most discreet manner, believing himself
 to be completely unobserved when he stole into the glowing silence of her room with
 the kitchen’s meat cleaver concealed in his sleeve and a cutting board tucked deftly
 under his arm and, coughing loudly to cover the sound of the blow, hacked off one of
 her weightless white hands.



 All the Sylvia Plath fan clubs will be meeting on campus tonight, same as any other
 night, same as any other college, at undisclosed hours, girls alone in their dorm rooms
 busily calculating the number of carrot sticks they’ll be allowed to consume the next 
 day and scolding their teddy bears in funny voices, while they wait for it to be time to
 take powerful long-acting amphetamines, you know, their  meds ,  legally provided by
 their psychiatrists for a slight fee covered by their parents, the ones that help them con-
 centrate better on what they will soon be doing with their razors, oh see the children’s 
 brightly lit party boat traveling faster and faster through the darkness toward a gigantic 
 waterfall of blood.
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 Cutting

 The ingredients gathered, a few small red tufts of the dream spoor per
 sheaf of Demeter’s blonde wheat, reaped in mourning, in silence, ground
 up with the pollen and mixed into white wine and honey.  These stored
 forms of light taken under the ground.  Taken by mouth.  First those
 who by birth hold in secret the word; then placed on the tongues of the 
 new ones, into whose ears it is meant to be whispered.  Word murdered, 
 forgotten so long ago, placed as a kiss on the lips of the soon to be no 
 longer breathing who mean to enter death with open eyes, with mouths 
 saying death,  what  death?  We have no word for it in our country where
 the bride of a brighter oblivion reigns.  Not the purple-haired god but the 
 child queen, the raped girl, come back from the dead hand in hand with 
 the child she conceived there, returned in a resurrected virginity, wind
 through green wheat.  Present-day site of a minor oil refinery in Christ.  
 Although by the tenth generation already the children of light (“in their 
 dark garments”) had trampled and  smashed and generally force-fucked 
 the two thousand years of this precinct and its holy meal, intolerable 
 mirror.  Men who’d designed and bowed down to a law derived from the 
 sayings of one who appeared here to say that the law is abolished, it is too 
 late, all that is over with.  Men who bungled their way through the next 
 eighteen centuries before finally descending into the earth themselves, 
 and what they found there they used, and we thank you for destroying 
 the destroyers of the world.  And here at the end this is as good as any 
 other entrance to the underplace, journey of the fallen leaf back to the 
 branch, to the bees of Eleusis among olive blossoms, untroubled among 
 crimson wildflowers.  Four thousand years later:  same flowers, same 
 bees.

 Bees of Eleusis
              Unless a grain of wheat goes into the ground and dies, it
            remains nothing but a grain of wheat . . .
                                                                               John 12:24


